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CostmapLayer

KeepoutFilter
loadFilter() - subscribes to map-filter 
topic and gets the map.

process() - based on loaded map 
composes Costmap2D with 
LETHAL_OBSTACLE in marked area.

SpeedFilter
loadFilter() - subscribes to map-filter and 
speed-limit-description topics and gets the 
map and data. Create a publisher for 
“/max_speed” speed restriction topic.

process() - checks whether the robot is 
entered or leaved marked on map speed 
restriction area. If entered checks the speed 
limit and sets “/max_speed” topic value.
If leaved restores back “/max_speed” topic 
value to its default.

LanesFilter
loadFilter() - subscribes to map-filter 
topic and gets the map.

process() - based on loaded map 
composes Costmap2D with FREE_SPACE 
on the lanes and inside permitted areas and 
higher costs rolling into LETHAL_OBSTACLE 
outside the border of the lanes and permitted 
areas.

* loadFilter() might contain hardcoded values and 
structures in order to fit current map_server API before 
semantic labeling update (see #1595 for more details)

CostmapFilter
class CostmapFilter {
public:
  virtual loadFilter(
    const std::string map_filter_topic,
    const std::string feature_topic) = 0;
  virtual process(
    Costmap2D & master_grid,
    pose robot_pose) = 0;

protected:
  pose last_robot_pose;
};

CostmapFilter::onInitialize() {
  ...
  // Creates a subscription to a map-filter topics
  // and loads a map through incoming topics.
  loadFilter(map_filter_topic, feature_topic);
}

CostmapFilter::updateBounds(robot_pose, bounds) {
  ...
  last_robot_pose = robot_pose;
}

CostmapFilter::updateCosts(
  Costmap2D & master_grid) {
  ...
  // An algorithm for how to use that map's 
  // information. Fills the Costmap2D with 
  // calculated data and makes an action based 
  // on processed data.
  process(master_grid, last_robot_pose);
}

Costmap Filters Structure

class
inheritance

https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation2/issues/1595


  

KeepoutFilter
Input topics:
/map_filter: nav_msgs/msg/OccupancyGrid 

SpeedFilter
Input topics:
/map_filter: nav_msgs/msg/OccupancyGrid
/features: nav2_msgs/msg/SpeedLimits
Output topics:
/max_speed: nav2_msgs/msg/MaxSpeed

LanesFilter
Input topics:
/map_filter: nav_msgs/msg/OccupancyGrid

Filter Topics

nav2_msgs/msg/SpeedLimit.msg:
# Speed restriction area ID
uint32 area_id
# Maximum speed in this area
double max_speed

nav2_msgs/msg/SpeedLimits.msg:
std_msgs/Header header
# Array of speed limits
SpeedLimit[] limits

nav2_msgs/msg/MaxSpeed.msg:
std_msgs/Header header
# Maximum allowed speed
double max_speed
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